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arriving at avengers tower, he found that the heroes were ignoring the trials of steve rogers and black widow, so he decided to take action himself and went into the
tower to clear the charges. he then announced the creation of the " iron legion" and his retirement from active heroics. the iron legion was made up of his old weapons,

tony, war machine, wasp, beast, falcon and vision. following the formation of the legion, he began to develop a new armor which incorporated machine-learning
technology that would allow him to better deal with threats in the present while they could be dealt with in the future. after a battle with aim over the use of the

extremis technology, stark accepted the role of director of s.h. stark attended a s.h.i.e.l.d. fundraiser at an aquarium to help raise funds for the avengers. as he was
talking with pepper potts, the avengers were attacked by a group of chitauri, who sent a group of duplicates of black widow to incapacitate the team. after the chitauri
were sent away, pepper revealed that she was attracted to iron man, and revealed that she had kissed him the previous night. as he was leaving, stark was confronted
by hawkeye, who had been hired by a man to kill him. iron man defeated hawkeye in a fight, and discovered that the man was actually ivan vanko. after defeating him,

vanko revealed that the chitauri had not been attacking the avengers but hawkeye. stark then decided that vanko was a threat to the world, and wanted to protect
humanity. while learning about hawkeye's past, stark was greeted by his adoptive father james rhodes who had returned to america, as well as his daughter wanda.

stark then learned that vanko's plans for world domination were a result of the world ending in two years, due to a meteorite impact, and that he needed the iron legion
to survive the apocalypse. vanko was then arrested by s.h.i.e.l.d., and later revealed that he had used the legion to create the chitauri. stark was then confronted by

wanda who was hesitant to believe that vanko had saved his life just to have him destroy the world. stark then saw that vanko's body had started to absorb the
meteorite's energy. after calling in an ambulance, vanko explained that he needed the meteorite to survive.
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during the chitauri
invasion, the world was
nearly destroyed by the

chitauri invasion, and they
went through numerous

battles, while stark battled
thor and vanko. iron man

then went to the helicarrier
to reunite with the

avengers, only to find that
captain america had been

brainwashed by the
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mindless ones into
believing that he was the
only avenger. iron man
began to interact with

captain america, and found
that he was a walking time
bomb of vengeance. after
iron man explained that he
was not the only avenger,

cap used the chitauri's
powers to kill his

teammates. stark then
used his powers to turn

cap back into steve rogers,
and explained that the

mindless ones were
actually the only reason

cap was the only avenger
who survived. during the

early months of the
superhero civil war

storyline, the organization
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known as the partisans
had a plan to kill many of

the heroes using the
extremis virus. stark was

one of the infected heroes.
after receiving an injection

of a cure from the
illuminati, stark felt

stronger than ever. he
then became obsessed
with creating a vision-

powered suit, calling it the
iron legion. during the

battle with the partisans,
stark was injured by a

partisan, and went into a
coma. he awoke later to
the news that the legion

had been destroyed. when
the x-men abandoned the

avengers for their own
vision-powered armor,
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stark decided to join them.
however, due to his

condition, he could only
use his mask to control his

body. [49] the new
avengers briefly battled
the superteam known as

the champions, who used a
weapon created by stark

called the accuser to cause
disruptions in the world. it
then became a member of
the new avengers, where it

was used by stark and
fellow avenger ms. marvel
to battle the champions.
after the battle, stark left
the team to focus on his

company while he created
a new armor for ms.

marvel, which he would
later use to battle the
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